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Abstract 
Linear systems have important applications in many branches of science and engineering in many applications, at least some of 
the parameters of the system are represented by fuzzy rather than crisp numbers. So, it is immensely important to develop a 
numerical procedure that would appropriately treat general fuzzy linear systems and solve them. 
In this paper, we propose bounded and symmetric solutions of fully fuzzy linear systems in the dual form (DFFLS) 
based on a 1-cut expansion. To this end, we solve the 1-cut of a DFFLS (we assumed that the 1-cut of a DFFLS is a 
crisp linear system), then some unknown symmetric spreads are allocated to each row of a 1-cut of a DFFLS. So, 
after some manipulations, the original DFFLS is transformed to solving 2* n linear equations to find the symmetric 
spreads. However, our method always give us a fuzzy vector solution. Moreover, we show that the bounded and 
symmetric solution of the DFFLS will be placed in the tolerable solution set (TSS) and in the controllable solution 
set (CSS), respectively. Also, an economic example is solved to illustrate the ability of proposed method and a new 
pattern is suggested for comparing the obtained solutions. 
Keywords: fully fuzzy linear system in dual form (DFFLS); bounded and symmetric solution, unites solution set (USS), tolerable 
solution set (CSS). 
1. Introduction 
The system of linear equations bXA ~~  where the elements aij , of the matrix A are crisp values 
and the elements, ib
~  of the vector b are fuzzy numbers, is called a fuzzy linear system (FSLE).  
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Fuzzy linear system has been studied by several authors. Allahviranloo and Salahshour in [2] 
proposed a novel method to solve FSLE based on the 1-cut expansion. In this method, some 
spreads and follows them some new solutions are derived which are placed in TSS or CSS.  
Recently, Allahviranloo et.al  [1]  proposed and analytical method to obtain solution of FFLS by 
embedding method. Their method is constructed based on the obtaining non-zero solution of 
FFLS. Continuing our previous work, we have solved FFLS using 1-cut expansion for obtaining 
the maximal and minimal symmetric solutions. Clearly, obtained solutions can be used as 
bounded solutions. To this end, obtaining a reasonable bounded solutions is critical. For more 
detail see [3]. In this paper, we extend our previous work for solving the fully fuzzy linear 
systems in the dual form: 
(1)   dXCbXA ~~~~~~  
Where A~  and C~  are n×n triangular fuzzy matrices and also b~  and b~  are n×1 triangular fuzzy 
vectors. For solving Eq.(1), we adopt the following procedure: 
Our approach is twofold: first, we solve DFFLS in the 1-cut position. To this end, we should 
obtain the solution of crisp system. Then we will allocate some unknown symmetric spreads to 
each row of 1-cut system. However, solving original DFFLS is equivalent to solve 2*n equations 
to derive spreads of solution. In addition, in order to obtain linear spreads, some manipulation 
and simplifications are done in the structure of obtained spreads. 
Please notice that, obtained solutions through our proposed method are approximating solutions. 
We believe that, obtaining such solutions of DFFLS instead of the exact solutions is common 
sense, since there exist a large number of multiplications and it is clear that using parametric 
form of multiplication does not lead to obtain exact multiplication. 
2. Bounded and symmetric solutions 
Let us consider the following  n×n linear system of equations 
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where the elements jijij bca
~,~,~ and id
~ , 1<i,j<n are fuzzy numbers is so-called fuzzy linear systems 
in dual form (DFFLS). 
Now, we propose our new method for obtaining the bounded and symmetric solutions of 
DFFLS. In the beginning, we obtain the solution of DFFLS in the 1-cut position. Since we 
assumed that all the coefficients are triangular, then the 1-cut of DFFLS is crisp linear system. 
Thus, we should solve the following crisp system: 
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Where jiiijij xandRdbca )1(
~),1(~),1(~),1(~ is unknown crisp variable which will be determined by 
solving system (7).  Then, we fuzzify obtained crisp solution of (7) by allocating some unknown 
symmetric spreads to each row of system (7). However, finding symmetric approximate solution 
of DFFLS is equivalent to derive the solutions of 2n linear equations and follows that is 
equivalent to find spreads of approximate solution. Now, based on sign of the coefficients aij and 
ci,j the interval system (8) for 0<r<1 is presented as follows: 
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Where }0|{1 t ijajJ and }0~|{2  ijajJ , for all i=1,2,…,n and 10 dd r . Please notice that 
0tija means that support of ija~  is placed on the right hand-side of X-axis included zero and so 
on for the negative sign. So, by using Eq. (9) we get the spread ija (r) explicitly as follows: 
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And by using Eq. (10) we obtain the spread ai2 (r) as follows: 
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Please notice that, we used aij (r) instead of a1 (r) in Eq. (9) and similarly holds for usage of ai2(r) 
instead of a2(r) in Eq.(10). Now, we intend to proceed the method for finding the bounded 
solutions. To this end, we discuss on the maximum and minimum values of the obtained spreads 
aij(r) and ai2(r).  Consequently, we use the following notations for the obtained spreads: 
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Therefore, by applying various spreads, the corresponding symmetric solutions are derived as 
following: 
(21) tln
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3. An economic example  
In this section, we solve an economic example which is appeared many times in the literature, 
specially in [21]. The market price of a good and the quantity produced are determined by the 
equality between supply and demand. Demand is the amount of a good that consumers are 
willing and able to buy at a given price.  
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It is easy to verify that the 1-cut vector-solution is obtained as Xc=(351.212,43.939)t. then, by 
using the proposed method we have 4 equations as: 
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Then, corresponding solutions of DFFLS based on the obtained spreads are given by: 
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